ALS and FTD linked GGGGCC-repeat containing DNA oligonucleotide folds into two distinct G-quadruplexes.
The most common genetic cause of neurological disorders ALS and FTD is a largely increased number of GGGGCC repeats in C9orf72 gene. Non-canonical structures including G-quadruplexes adopted by expanded repeats are hypothesized to be crucial in pathogenesis. Recently, we have shown that structural polymorphism of oligonucleotide d(G4C2)3G4 is reduced by dG to 8Br-dG substitution. High-resolution structure of one of the two major G-quadruplexes adopts antiparallel topology comprising of four G-quartets. Herein, we describe the topology of the second major G-quadruplex structure and influence of folding conditions on relative populations of the two folds. Influence of folding conditions was explored by 1H 1D NMR. Determination of topology was achieved by 2D NMR complemented with PAGE and CD. UV melting experiment was used to explore thermal stability of structures. Two structures adopted by oligonucleotide d(G4C2)3GGBrGG denoted AQU and NAN coexist in solution and ratio of their populations is determined by pH and rate of cooling when folding from thermally denatured state in the presence of K+ ions. AQU is kinetically favored and forms by folding at low pH, while NAN is favored thermodynamically and at neutral pH. AQU and NAN share similar antiparallel topology with four G-quartets and three edgewise loops, however they exhibit distinct structural and dynamic properties. Novel G-quadruplex topology adds insight into diverse polymorphism of DNA sequences comprising potentially pathological GGGGCC repeat. Relative populations of the two structures and their dependence on folding conditions contribute to understanding of factors that govern G-quadruplex folding. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled "Gquadruplex" Guest Editor: Dr. Concetta Giancola and Dr. Daniela Montesarchio.